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Recently, removing rain streaks from a single image has attracted a lot of attention because rain streaks
can severely degrade the perceptual quality of the image and cause many practical vision systems to fail.
Single image deraining can be served as a pre-processing step to improve the performance of high-level
vision tasks such as object detection and video surveillance. In this paper, we propose recurrent scale-
guide networks for single image deraining. Although the multi-scale strategy has been successfully
applied to many computer vision problems, the correlation between different scales has not been
explored in most existing methods. To overcome this deficiency, we propose two types of scale-guide
blocks and develop two combinations between the blocks. One type of scale-guide block is that small
scale guides the large, and the other is that large scale guides the small. Moreover, we extend the
single-stage deraining model to the multi-stage recurrent framework and introduce the Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) to link every stage. Extensive experiments verify that the scale-guide manner
boosts the deraining performance and the recurrent style improves the deraining results. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art deraining methods
on three widely used datasets: Rain100H, Rain100L, and Rain1200. The source codes can be found at
https://supercong94.wixsite.com/supercong94.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Images and videos taken under severe weather conditions such
as rain and snow usually suffer from noticeable degradation of
scene visibility. These degraded images severely affect the perfor-
mance of many practical vision systems (e.g., image recognition
systems, intelligent monitoring systems, object tracking systems,
etc.) since they always require high-quality images for scene
understanding and event detection. Single image deraining aims
to recover a clean background image from the observed rainy
image. It is a challenging task of image restoration, which has
attracted much attention in the past decade. Hence, designing an
efficient rain removal algorithm is a significant issue in computer
vision and image processing.

In general, existing deraining methods can be roughly divided
into two categories: video-based approaches and single image-
based approaches. Video-based approaches [1–8] can utilize tem-
poral information by analyzing the difference between adjacent
frames, which makes the deraining problem much easier.In this
paper, we explore the more challenging problem: single image
deraining that aims to remove rain streaks from a single image.

Mathematically, a rainy image can be modeled as the linear
combination of the rain-free image B and the rain streaks R:

O ¼ Bþ R; ð1Þ

where O denotes the observed rainy image, B denotes the rain-free
image, and R denotes the rain streaks. Eq. (1) is a highly ill-posed
problem because many different pairs of B and R give rise to the
same O, theoretically.

To make this problem well-posed, researchers attempt to
design various priors about rainy images or rain streaks to con-
strain the solution space. Among them, image decomposition
[11], sparse coding [9], low-rank representation [12], Gaussian
mixture model [10], and bi-layer optimization model [13] are the
most widely used priors in early deraining methods. Although
these prior-based methods have shown good performance, they
only work in certain conditions. This is because these priors are
mainly based on some empirical observations of image properties,
which may not hold in some complex cases, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. One example result on the real-world dataset compared with two prior-based deraining methods, DSC [9] and LP [10]. Prior-based methods fail to work in this case.
The proposed method removes the majority of the rain streaks, while the prior-based methods generate unsatisfa.ctory results.
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Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved
tremendous progress in many computer vision tasks, e.g., object
detection [14,15], object tracking [16], pose estimation [17], label
classification [18], domain adaption [19,20], optical flow [21],
semantic segmentation [22], photometric stereo [23–28], specular
highlight detection and removal [29–31], deblurring [32], dehazing
[33–37], super-resolution [38–40] and deraining [41–71]. Benefit-
ing from the powerful ability of feature representation of CNNs,
CNN-based deraining methods have achieved better performance
than prior-based methods. These methods focus on designing var-
ious deep networks to learn the transformation from the input
image to the rain streaks and then obtain the rain-free image via
Eq. (1). Among them, light-weight models [57,51] are proposed
to improve the computational efficiency, and multi-stream derain-
ing net [47] is developed to guide the deraining process by estimat-
ing the rain density. Multi-stream [43,47], channel attention via
squeeze-and-excitation [72], pixel-wise attention using nonlocal
mean network [73], and adversarial learning [44,54,49] are also
proposed to solve various deraining problems. Although tremen-
dous improvements have been made, there are some important
issues remained to be explored.

The multi-scale strategy aims to utilize images or features at
different scales to exploit information from different levels, which
is often implemented by pooling operations with different kernels
and strides. Although this manner is simple, it achieves satisfactory
results in many cases. Recently, some researchers combined the
properties of traditional spatial pyramid architectures and convo-
lutional neural networks to deal with various practical vision tasks.
However, little research effort has been devoted to using the multi-
scale strategy for the image deraining problem. Most existing
methods [43,47,49–52] neglect information at different scales that
are worth exploring and do not consider how to apply the multi-
scale strategy to the deraining task. Moreover, how to explore
the correlation between different scales also remains to be studied
for the deraining task.

To address these issues, we propose a novel deep-learning-
based method, which is based on recurrent networks. Firstly, we
introduce two types of scale-guide blocks. One is that the small
scale guides the large scale, and the other is that the large scale
guides the small scale. The scale guidance can link the features
between different scales, and most importantly, it can boost the
deraining performance. Secondly, we extend the single network
to the recurrent networks, using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
to link every stage. On the premise of not increasing the size of the
model, the parameters are shared between different stages.

Our main contributions are as follows:

� We propose two types of scale-guide blocks. One is that small
scale guides the large, and the other is that large scale guides
the small. The scale guidance manner links the features
between different scales and boosts the deraining performance.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider
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the scale guidance manner in the multi-scale methods for single
image deraining.

� We conduct quantitative and qualitative experiments on both
synthesized datasets and real-world rainy images to demon-
strate that the proposed method performs favorably against
state-of-the-art deraining methods.

2. Related work

In this section, we briefly review state-of-the-art deraining
methods and then introduce the multi-scale manner applied in
some vision tasks.

2.1. Single image deraining

Most of the existing single image deraining methods can be
roughly divided into two categories: prior-based methods and
deep-learning-based methods.

2.1.1. Prior-based methods
Single image deraining is a classical ill-posed problem, most

early deraining methods attempt to explore additional prior infor-
mation to make the problemmore tractable. Kang et al. [11] regard
rain streaks as high-frequency structures and decompose the rain
image into the low-frequency and high-frequency layer and apply
dictionary learning to remove rain streaks in the high-frequency
layer. Similarly, Luo et al. [9] propose a discriminative sparse cod-
ing framework based on image patches and separate rain streaks
from background images. Chen and Hsu [12] present a low-rank
model from matrix to tensor structure in order to capture the cor-
related rain streaks and use this model to remove rains streaks
from images in a unified way. Kim et al. [74] detect the rain streaks
and remove them by the non-local mean filter. Wang et al. [75]
design a 3-layer hierarchical scheme to remove rain or snow from
a single image. Zhu et al. [13] further propose a joint optimization
process by considering the directions of the rain streaks into the
deraining problem.

2.1.2. Deep-learning-based methods
In recent years, several deep-learning-based deraining methods

have made remarkable progress in image deraining problem. In
[42], deep-learning is firstly introduced to solve single image
deraining problem. In this work, a input rainy image is decom-
posed into a background-based layer and a detail layer separately,
and then the rain streaks are removed from the detail layer by a
learnable CNN-based nonlinear mapping. Yang et al. [43] propose
a recurrent network to jointly detect and remove rain streaks step
by step. Considering the hazy condition in the rainy model, they
apply a dehazing-deraining-dehazing algorithm to solve the com-
plex situation. Li et al. [46] design a multi-scale non-local
enhanced encoder-decoder network, which maps rainy images to
clean ones by considering pixel-wise attention mechanism. Fan
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et al. [51] develop a lightweight residual-guide network to recover
the clean background image. Li et al. [45] recurrently utilize the
convolutional neural network with dilation factors and squeeze-
and-excitation [72] blocks to remove heavy rain streaks. Zhang
et al. [47] propose a multi-stream densely connected convolutional
neural network (DID-MDN) for jointly rain-density estimation and
deraining. Pan et al. [50] present a dual convolutional neural net-
work to learn jointly the rain streaks and rain-free images based
on the physical model Eq. (1). Ren et al. [53] consider network
architectures, inputs, outputs, and loss functions and provide a bet-
ter baseline deraining network. Wang et al. [52] propose a spatial
attentive network to remove the rain streaks in a local-to-global
manner. Moreover, they also develop a semi-automatic method
that incorporates temporal priors and human supervision to gener-
ate the clean image from each input sequence of the real-world
rain images. Specially, Li et al. [76] give a comprehensive bench-
mark analysis among the existing single image deraining algo-
rithms. Moreover, the generative adversarial networks [44,49,54]
are also applied to the deraining tasks.
2.2. Multi-scale manner

Multi-scale manner has been applied to several computer vision
tasks, such as object detection [77], pose estimation [17], optical
flow [21], scene parsing [78], and visual recognition [79]. The pool-
ing operation is often used to obtain multi-scale feature informa-
tion. Although the multi-scale manner presents strong
effectiveness in these tasks, the correlation between different
scales is always ignored. Different scales have different contextual
information. How to effectively utilize this information needs to be
explored.

In this paper, the scale-guide model is proposed to consider the
correlation between different scales for image deraining.
Fig. 2. Overall network framework. SGB denotes the scale-guide block
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3. Proposed method

In this section, we introduce the details of the proposed
method.We describe the overall network framework in Section 3.1.
Section 3.2 presents the scale-guide block, including S2L block
(small scale guides the large) and L2S block (large scale guides
the small). We provide more analysis on various recurrent units
in Section 3.3 and present the loss function in Section 3.4.
3.1. Overall network framework

Fig. 2 illustrates our proposed overall network framework,
which is the multi-stage networks. We use Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) to link every stage, while the parameters are shared for
all stages to improve the deraining performance with the same
model size. For every stage, the network consists of an encoder
stage and a decoder stage with LSTM. For the encoder stage, firstly,
the input rainy image is converted into the feature space, i.e., the
enter layer in Fig. 2. Then, the features are encoded by several of
our proposed scale-guide blocks (SGBs) with several pooling oper-
ations. We will give a detailed analysis of the scale-guide block in
Section 3.2. For the decoder stage, a symmetric structure is
adopted. Skip connections between encoder and decoder are
applied to enable the computation of long-range spatial dependen-
cies as well as efficient usage of the feature activation of proceed-
ing layers. As the rain streaks have relatively simple structures,
they are easier to learn than the background images. The proposed
network aims to learn a non-linear f, which directly describes the
mapping relationship between the rainy image and the rain
streaks. When the rain streaks are obtained, the final rain-free
image can be computed by subtraction operation via Eq. (1). Figs. 3
and 4.
that is the concatenation of S2L (Fig. 3) and L2S (Fig. 4) blocks..
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3.2. Scale-guide block

Many works have shown that the multi-scale method is effec-
tive for various computer vision tasks. However, most existing
multi-scale strategies only implement the multi-scale manner by
fusing the output features of different scales, e.g., [36] [44]. These
methods do not analyze the correlation between different scales,
which should be explored. Hence, it is necessary to introduce the
multi-scale learning manner to handle the single image deraining
problem. Furthermore, we visualize the feature maps at different
scales and their fusion outputs. We find that they have different
rain streak structures at different scales and they can obtain better
rain streak structures after fusing these convolutional features
guided by scale manner. More analysis can be found in
Section 4.5.1.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature paying
attention to the correlation between different scales. While the rel-
evancy between different scales has not been explored, It should be
introduced into deep-learning-based methods as a guide function.

In this paper we design two types of scale-guide block: (a) small
scale guides the large, (b) large scale guides the small, which are
denoted as S2L block and L2S block, respectively.

3.2.1. S2L block
We propose the S2L block that small scale guides the large. Fea-

tures at different scales have different structure and these features
should be fused to further enhance rainy features. Mathematically,
the S2L block is formulated as follows. Firstly, we utilize the Pooling
operation with different size of kernels and strides to obtain the
multi-scale features:

yi ¼ Pi xð Þ; i ¼ 1;2;4; ð2Þ
where x; yi denote the input and output, respectively. Pi denotes the
pooling operation with i� i kernels and strides.
Fig. 3. Small scale guides the large (S2L Block).

Fig. 4. Large scale guides the small (L2S Block).
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Secondly, the guided learning is developed by using 1� 1
convolution:

zr ¼
yr; r ¼ 4

H H1�1 C U y2rð Þ; yr½ �ð Þð Þ; r ¼ 1;2:
;

8><
>: ð3Þ

where C denotes concatenation operation at the channel dimension.
H1�1 and H denotes 1� 1 and 3� 3 convolution followed a nonlin-
ear activation, respectively. U denotes the upsampling operation for
resizing the small scale feature maps to large scale feature maps.
zris the fusion result of guided learning.

Lastly, all the scales are fused and fed into two convolution lay-
ers, and then we add the original input signal x to learn the
residual:

S2L ¼ H H H1�1 C z4; z2; z1½ �ð Þð Þð Þ þ x; ð4Þ
where S2L denotes the output of S2L block.

3.2.2. L2S block
The other type of block is that large scale guides the small, i.e.,

L2S. Although the structure of L2S is similar to S2L, we believe that
the two types of scale-guide block can learn different features. So,
we also introduce the L2S as another scale-guide manner.

We express the L2S block mathematically:
Firstly, we utilize the Pooling operation with different size of

kernels and strides to obtain the multi-scale features:

yi ¼ Pi xð Þ; i ¼ 1;2;4: ð5Þ
Then the guided learning is developed by using 1� 1

convolution:

zr ¼
yr; r ¼ 1

H H1�1 C yr=2;D yrð Þ
h i� �� �

; r ¼ 2;4:
;

8><
>: ð6Þ

where D denotes the downsampling operation for resizing the large
scale feature maps to small scale feature maps.

Lastly, all the scales are fused and fed into two convolution lay-
ers, and then we add the original input signal x to learn the
residual:

L2S ¼ H H H1�1 C z1;U z2ð Þ;U z4ð Þ½ �ð Þð Þð Þ þ x; ð7Þ
where L2S denotes the output of the L2S block.

3.2.3. The concatenation between S2L and L2S block
Except for the two types of scale guide block above, we also

develop another two types of concatenation between S2L and
L2S block, i.e., S2L-L2S and L2S-S2L. One main purpose of develop-
ing the two concatenations is that the network can adaptively
learn rain streaks information by combining the two types of
blocks. By combining the two blocks, the network is able to achieve
better rain streaks expression than with either one type of block,
i.e., S2L or L2S block. As the two types of scale-guide block can
learn different features, the concatenation of them can boost the
deraining performance.

The S2L-L2S is the concatenation of the S2L and L2S blocks:

y ¼ L2S S2L xð Þð Þ: ð8Þ
The L2S-S2L is the concatenation of the L2S and S2L blocks:

y ¼ S2L L2S xð Þð Þ: ð9Þ
3.3. Various recurrent units

For the deraining task, we explore three different recurrent unit
variants, including ConvRNN [80], ConvGRU [81], and ConvLSTM
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[82]. In the following, we provide a detailed illustration of these
three recurrent units. Here, we denote x�1

s and x0s�1 as the feature
map of the previous layer in the s-th stage and the hidden layer
in (s-1)-th stage. W and U are convolutional kernels.

3.3.1. ConvRNN
ConvRNN [80] is the simplest convolutional unit among these

three recurrent units. Its convolutional version can be formulated
as:

xs ¼ tanh W � x�1
s þ U � x0s�1 þ b

� �
; ð10Þ

where � denotes the convolution operation.

3.3.2. ConvGRU
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [81] is one of the most commonly

used recurrent units in sequential models.

zs ¼ r Wz � x�1
s þ Uz � x0s�1 þ bz

� �
;

rs ¼ r Wr � x�1
s þ Ur � x0s�1 þ br

� �
;

ns ¼ tanh Wn � x�1
s þ Un � rs � x0s�1

� �þ bn
� �

;

x0s ¼ 1� zsð Þ � x0s�1 þ zs � ns:

ð11Þ

where r is the sigmoid function, r xð Þ ¼ 1= 1þ exp �xð Þð Þ. � denotes
the element-wise multiplication.

3.3.3. ConvLSTM
The last recurrent unit we investigated is LSTM [82]. Unlike

ConvRNN and ConvGRU, ConvLSTM cell has one more input which
is the cell state cs. For the layer of the s-th stage, given the current
input x�1

s , the previous cell state cs�1 and the previously hidden
state x0j�1, the current cell state cs and the current hidden state x0s
can be computed as:

f s ¼ r Wf � x�1
s þ Uf � x0s�1 þ bf

� �
; is

¼ r Wi � x�1
s þ Ui � x0s�1 þ bi

� �
; os

¼ r Wo � x�1
s þ Uo � x0s�1 þ bo

� �
; ts

¼ tanh Wt � x�1
s þ Ut � x0s�1 þ bt

� �
; cs ¼ f s � cs�1 þ is � ts; x0s

¼ os � tanh csð Þ: ð12Þ
3.4. Loss function

As our network has multi stages, the loss function also contains
multi parts.

At the t stage, the error metric Lt is:

Lt ¼ jjbBt � Bjj1; ð13Þ

where bBt and B denote the estimated clean image at t stage and the
background image, respectively. Actually, according to the rainy

image decomposition (Eq. (1)), this loss is equivalent to jjbR � Rjj1,
where bR and R denote the estimated rain streaks and the corre-
sponding ground truth, respectively.

The overall loss function L is the sum of all stages:

L ¼
XT
t¼1

Lt ; ð14Þ

where T is the number of all stages.

4. Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method on both synthetic
datasets and real-world rainy images compared with eight state-
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of-the-art methods, including two prior-based methods, DSC [9]
(ICCV15) and LP [10] (CVPR16), six deep-learning based methods,
DDN [42] (CVPR17), JORDER [43] (CVPR17), RESCAN [45] (ECCV18),
REHEN [83] (ACM MM19), PreNet [53] (CVPR19), and SSIR [84]
(CVPR19). The major experimental settings and criterions of qual-
ity evaluation are presented in Section 4.1. The implementing
details are shown in Section 4.2. Quantitative comparisons on syn-
thetic datasets are reported in Section 4.3, and visual comparisons
on real-world datasets are provided in Section 4.4. The inner anal-
ysis is discussed in Section 4.5.

4.1. Experiment settings

Synthetic datasets. We evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed method on three widely used synthetic datasets: Rain100L
[43], Rain100H [43] and Rain1200 [47]. Rain100L and Rain100H
contain 1800 image pairs for training and additional 200 image
pairs for testing. Rain1200 has 12000 images for training and
1200 images for testing. These three datasets include various rain
streaks with different sizes, shapes, and directions.

In Section 4.5, we select Rain100H as our analysis dataset.
Real-world testing images. Parts of the real-world rainy images
are provided by the previous works [43,44,76]. The other challeng-
ing ones are downloaded from the Internet. For these real-world
rainy images, the rain streaks are different from orientation to den-
sity. We use them to illustrate the effectiveness of our method.
Evaluation metrics. To evaluate the quality of the restored results
in terms of ground-truth images for a specific algorithm, we use
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [85] and structure similarity
index (SSIM) [86] as the evaluation metrics on the synthetic data-
sets. However, since there is no ground-truth (GT) for the real-
world images, we only evaluate the performance on the real-
world images visually.

4.2. Implementing details

Our networks are trained on three Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GUPs
based on Pytorch. The number of channels is chosen as 20, the non-
linear activation we used is LeakyReLU with a ¼ 0:2 for all convo-
lution layers except for the last layer. For the last layer, the channel
is 3 without any activation function. The patch size is 128� 128,
and the batch size is 32. We use ADAM [87] to optimize our net-
works parameters and the parameters are shared among different
stages. The initial learning rate is 0.0005, and the rate will be
divided by 10 at 60K and 80K iterations, and the model’s training
terminates after 100K iterations. T is set to be 4 and the reason is
given in Section 4.5.4.

4.3. Results on synthetic datasets

There are two prior based methods, DSC [9] and LP [10], and six
deep-learning based methods, DDN [42], JORDER [43], RESCAN
[45], REHEN [83], PreNet [53], and SSIR [84].

As shown in Table 1, our method significantly outperforms the
two prior methods in terms of both PSNR and SSIM. Compared
with deep-learning-based methods, our method also obtains the
highest scores of the evaluative criteria on three widely used data-
sets. We also note that the semi-supervised method, i.e., SSIR [84],
is less effective on the synthetic datasets. To sum up, our method
has a significant improvement compared with previous state-of-
the-art methods.

We also provide several visual examples to compare the pro-
posed algorithm with these state-of-the-art methods. Fig. 5 shows
three synthetic examples compared with two prior-based meth-
ods. DSC [9] and LP [10] fail to generate desirable results, while
our method is able to effectively remove the rain streaks and gen-



Table 1
Quantitative experiments evaluated on three synthetic datasets. The best results are highlighted in boldface.

DSC [9] LP [10] DDN [42] JORDER [43] RESCAN [45] REHEN [83] PreNet [53] SSIR [84] Ours
ICCV’15 CVPR’16 CVPR’17 CVPR’17 ECCV’18 ACM MM’19 CVPR’19 CVPR’19

Dataset PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Rain100H 15.66 0.42 14.26 0.54 22.26 0.69 23.45 0.74 25.92 0.84 27.52 0.86 27.89 0.89 22.47 0.71 28.98 0.90
Rain100L 24.16 0.87 29.11 0.88 34.85 0.95 36.11 0.97 36.12 0.97 37.91 0.98 36.69 0.98 32.37 0.92 38.78 0.99
Rain1200 21.44 0.79 22.46 0.80 30.95 0.86 29.75 0.87 32.35 0.89 32.51 0.91 32.38 0.92 29.32 0.89 32.93 0.93
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erates the cleanest deraining images. Moreover, we also compare
our method with six deep-learning-based methods in Fig. 6. It
can be seen that the deraining results of other deep-learning-
based methods always hand down some rain streaks or artifacts
and also blur the background information. In comparison, our
method can remove the rain streaks and generate the cleanest
results.
4.4. Results on real-world datasets

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
evaluate the performance on some real-world rainy images. The
results of various deraining methods are shown in Fig. 7–9. Fig. 7
shows several real-world examples compared with two prior-
based methods [9,10]. For the first two examples, we can observe
that our method removes the majority of the rain streaks, while
other prior-based methods remain a mass of rain streaks. For the
last two examples in Fig. 7, our method restores the cleanest and
clearest images, while the results of prior-based methods are unac-
ceptable. It also illustrates that the prior-based methods do not
work in most conditions, while our method, a deep-learning-
based method, achieves better deraining performance in most
circumstances.

Furthermore, we present some examples compared with deep-
learning-based methods. In Fig. 8, our method is able to preserve
details and generate better background information and effectively
remove rain-streaks, while other methods tend to remove some
important texture details or remain some rain streaks or blur the
background. In Fig. 9, our method obtains the cleanest and clearest
deraining images. Moreover, we also provide several real-world
Fig. 5. Results on the synthetic datasets compared with prior-based deraining methods.
much clearer images.
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rainy examples of [76] in Fig. 10. We can observe that the proposed
method obtains better deraining performance.

Overall, the results evaluated on the real-world images cap-
tured from different rain conditions demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method.

4.5. Inner analysis

In this section, we provide more analysis of our proposed deep
model. We first conduct an ablation study on the scale and the
guide manner in Section 4.5.1. Then we analyze the selection of
the scale-guide style in Section 4.5.2 and the selection of the recur-
rent unit in Section 4.5.3. Finally, the number of the stages of recur-
rent networks is discussed in Section 4.5.4.

4.5.1. Ablation study on the multi-scale manner and the scale-guide
learning

It is meaningful to explore the effectiveness of each component
in the proposed network, including the multi-scale manner and the
scale-guide learning. To this end, we conduct a detailed ablation
study.

First, we explore the meaning of scale-guide learning. We visu-
alize the feature maps of different layers and scales of S2L block in
Fig. 11. We can see that there are different rain streak structures at
different scales before fusing them.

Moreover, an important point to be noted is that these layers
can not capture better rain streak information, where they do not
pay more attention to rain streak information that the network
needs to learn. However, the fusion output with different scales
can express better rain streaks structures. This is because that
the fusion between scale guide manners can learn better rain
The results of DSC [9] and LP [10] are unsatisfying. The proposed method generates



Fig. 6. Results on the synthetic datasets compared with deep-learning-based deraining methods. The proposed method generates much cleaner images, while the other
methods either retain some rain streaks or blur the background.

Fig. 7. Several examples on the real-world datasets compared with prior-based deraining methods. The results of DSC [9] and LP [10] still contain some rain streaks. In
comparison, our method generates much .clearer results.
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Fig. 8. Two examples on the real-world datasets compared with deep-learning-based deraining methods.

Fig. 9. One example on the real-world datasets compared with deep-learning-based deraining methods.
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Fig. 10. Examples on the real-world datasets [76] compared with deep-learning-based deraining methods pro.posed in 2019.

Fig. 11. The visual feature maps of the S2L block.

Table 2
Ablation study on the different components of our method.

Metric ResBlock MSBlock SGB

PSNR 23.97 28.44 28.59
SSIM 0.7630 0.8875 0.8892

Fig. 12. One visual example on the ablation study of th
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streak information, which is meaningful for the network to achieve
better rain streaks removal.

Second, quantitative evaluations about the multi-scale manners
are reported in Table 2.

� ResBlock: The proposed method without the multi-scale man-
ner, i.e., every unit is a residual block.
e multi-scale manner and the scale-guide learning.



Table 3
Effect of the scale-guide style. Best results are marked in bold.

Metric S2L L2S L2S-S2L S2L-L2S

PSNR 27.90 27.87 28.49 28.59
SSIM 0.8776 0.8762 0.8874 0.8892

Fig. 13. One visual example on the guide styles. We can observe that S2L-L2S obtains the best deraining result and restore better texture information.

Table 4
Quantitative experiments evaluated on different recurrent units.

Metric ConvGRU ConvRNN ConvLSTM

PSNR 28.88 28.82 28.98
SSIM 0.8946 0.8942 0.8968
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� MSBlock: The proposed method with multi-scale but without
scale-guide learning.

� SGB: The proposed method with multi-scale manner and scale-
guide learning.

It can be seen that the multi-scale method greatly improves the
deraining results. It also illustrates that the multi-scale method is
indeed effective for the deraining task. We also observe that our
proposed scale-guide manner boosts the deraining performance
compared with the method without the guide. Overall, these com-
parisons firmly indicate the proposed multi-scale manner and
scale-guide learning are beneficial for performance improvement.

Moreover, we also present a visual example in Fig. 12. It is obvi-
ous that the result shown in Fig. 12 (b) is unacceptable for the
method without the multi-scale manner. The deraining result of
the method with multi-scale learning and without scale-guide
learning shown in Fig. 12 (c) is visually a little better, but it is still
unpleasing and some textures are damaged. Details can be better
observed via masked boxes. In contrast, our proposed method
shown in Fig. 12 (d) is capable of removing rain streaks while pre-
serving the background details.
Fig. 14. Comparison o

Table 5
Quantitative experiments for analyzing the number of stage. T denotes the number of sta

Metric T = 1 T = 2

PSNR 28.59 28.76
SSIM 0.8891 0.8927
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4.5.2. The selection of the scale-guide style
Different scale-guide blocks are described in Section 3.2. It is

meaningful to discuss their representative ability of rain streaks.
Without loss of generality, we discuss and analyze when the num-
ber of stage is one. We conduct several experiments on these scale-
guide blocks and the comparative quantitative results are shown in
Table 3. It can be seen that our designed S2L is more effective than
L2S, i.e., the style of small scale guides the large performs better
than the style of large scale guides the small. Moreover, as can
be seen in Table 3, S2L-L2S is better than L2S-S2L in term of PSNR
and SSIM and has 0.7 dB PSNR and 1.2% SSIM improvement com-
pared with S2L. So S2L-L2S has stronger representative ability of
the rain streaks and we select S2L-L2S as our scale-guide block
(SGB).

We also present one example to compare these scale-guide
blocks visually in Fig. 13. Our default scale-guide block S2L-L2S
gets the highest PSNR and SSIM, and preserves better details than
other scale-guide styles in the masked box.
4.5.3. The selection of the recurrent unit
There are three recurrent units that can be selected: ConvRNN

[80], ConvGRU [81] and ConvLSTM [82]. It needs to explore which
is the best recurrent unit for our method. We conduct three exper-
iments on the recurrent units, as shown in Table 4. We can see that
the ConvLSTM perform better than the other recurrent units: Con-
vGRU and ConvRNN. So, we select ConvLSTM as our default recur-
rent unit.
f recurrent units..

ge.

T = 3 T = 4 T = 5

28.92 28.98 28.93
0.8854 0.8968 0.8957



Fig. 15. Effect of the number of stages on Rain100H.

Fig. 16. One visual example w.r.t. different number of stages.

Fig. 17. Application to semantic segmentation. (a) A real-world rainy image. (b) The
segmentation result of the rainy image. (c) The segmentation result of the derained
image generated by our method.
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We also present a visual example to compare these three recur-
rent styles in Fig. 14. It can be clearly observed that the ConvLSTM
significantly outperforms the other recurrent units in terms of the
PSNR and SSIM.

4.5.4. The selection of the number of stages
In our network, the number of stages of the recurrent networks

is critical for the deraining results. We carry out some experiments
to choose a suitable number of stages. Table 5 reports the results
on the number of stages. We can see that the multi-stage method
improves the deraining performance compared with the single-
stage and the results get better along with the number of stages
increasing when the number of stages is smaller than 4. And it
obtains the highest PSNR and SSIM when the number of stages is
4. The result becomes worse when the number of stages changes
from 4 to 5. So we select 4 as the number of the recurrent stage.
The curves of PSNR and SSIM on different number of stages are pre-
sented in Fig. 15.

We also provide a visual example to compare the performance
of the stage in Fig. 16. We can see that it obtains better texture
information when the stage is 4.

4.6. Application to high-level task

In Fig. 17, we provide an application of deraining on down-
streaming task, semantic segmentation. We can observe that the
proposed deraining method is able to improve the segmentation
accuracy, whereas the segmentation on the rainy image without
deraining has more pixels wrongly classified.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a deep-learning-based method
to tackle single image deraining. The main contribution of this
paper is that we propose a more effective multi-scale manner,
i.e., scale-guide learning. We find an interesting fact that feature
maps at different scales have different rain streak structures. Based
252
on the finding, we consider the correlation between different scales
so that the network can learn better rain streaks expression. We
present two types of scale-guide blocks, i.e., S2L and L2S, and
develop their combinations, i.e., S2L-L2S and L2S-S2L. Experiments
demonstrate the guide manner boosts the deraining performance
and our designed S2L-L2S is able to achieve superior deraining
results. Moreover, the multi-stage networks improve the deraining
results compared with the single-stage ones and LSTM is a better
recurrent unit than others. Furthermore, we conduct an application
on semantic segmentation, which shows the deraining result can
improve the segmentation performance. Quantitative and qualita-
tive experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the pro-
posed method compared with several state-of-the-art deraining
methods.
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